
RoomTrust Groups -  Connect directly to group organisers 

Greater visibility, better information 

The Premium version of RoomTrust Groups enables you to use the system for your clients.  
 
Provide your own clients an online access to manage contracted group room blocks. Give your client group organisers an 
efficient tool to manage room numbers, names and rooming lists. You can monitor status and pickup at all times.   
 
Create unique booking web pages for  your client groups so their participants can book online directly from contracted 
allocations. Instant detailed confirmations are automatically sent on completion of bookings. Rooming lists and room 
pick-up are automatically updated. 
 

Brand the system with your own hotel style. RoomTrust Groups can be customised so the client login page, participant 
booking pages, banners and confirmations carry your own details, text, colours and logos. 

RoomTrust Groups is a powerful online tool for professional group accommodation organisers to negotiate and 
manage room blocks. Used by agencies, PCOs, international companies and organisations the system gives group 
organisers direct access to connected hotels to obtain group offers and contract group accommodation in a simple 
and efficient way. 
 
Hotels connected to RoomTrust Groups receive clear and concise group accommodation requests directly via the system 
and can respond instantly with a comprehensive offer of rates, terms and conditions. Negotiations are concluded in the 
system without the need for paper contracts. Once agreed, room blocks are automatically loaded and immediately visible 
to both hotel and organiser.   
 
Once loaded to the system, group status and pick-up can be monitored at all times by both hotel and organiser. Detailed 
rooming lists can be run whenever required and printed or exported into Excel and pdf formats. Communication between 
organiser and hotel is greatly enhanced whilst administrative time is drastically reduced. RoomTrust Groups delivers: 
            

* Greater visibility to professional group organisers 
* Direct and immediate receipt of new group requests 
* Easy generation of  comprehensive offers 

 * Agreement conclusion in the system, no paperwork necessary 
* Ability to manage groups at hotel and chain level 
* Visibility of status and pickup of all group allocations 

 * Maintain client negotiated rates and contracts 
 * Online management reporting 
 
Raise visibility. Increase efficiency. Connect to the RoomTrust network of group accommodation professionals.   

Register today at https://systems.roomtrust.com/groups 
 

RoomTrust Systems Ltd  +44 (0)20 7193 0988  or +32 (0)2 353 2734  info@roomtrust.com 

Premium version - online group management for your own clients  


